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DEEPER CITY:  

Collective intelligence in 40 pathways from smart to wise 

Chapter 6: Ecologies 

V09-07-19 

 

 

 

Scene:  Regional BBC interview, 1996: (TV) “why does your Sustainable City-Region plan have a 

problem with Manchester Airport?? (JR): well, if the traffic continues to double and double, the CO2 

emissions will be off the scale and we have a problem. (BBC): so why is the Leader of Manchester City 

calling for you to be sacked??   (JR): maybe he doesn’t like difficult problems? (BBC): he says if we stop 

growth here flights will divert to London or Amsterdam and the total CO2 will be more (JR):  yes but if 

we’re serious about climate change, we have to think globally, not just case by case. (BBC): and now 

Manchester Airport plans to be the ‘world’s most sustainable airport’, what d’you say to that??” 

 

The Irwell Country Park was a scrubby in-between space, in a run-down area of North Manchester, 

full of weeds, stolen cars, drug trading, broken glass and illegal dumping.1   There were conflicts 

between dog walkers, bird-watchers, cyclists, land managers, security, youth and elderly. According 

to the ecologists, it provided ‘ecosystems services’ such as amenity, health, flood alleviation, and 

local microclimate. But in social and economic terms it was another problem area in need of costly 

remediation. Then the residents began to explore creative ideas on food and health, events and 

markets, cafes and play-schemes, with the help of the Ketso toolkit.2   Some of these continue now, 

adding many kinds of value, climate resilience, social cohesion and economic prosperity. The 
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implication is that urban ecosystems and the ‘services’ they provide, and the economic ‘values’ of 

such services, are not often fixed. The ‘services’ can be more like spaces of opportunity, and the 

‘values’ more like potentials to be realized. Can we learn from this something which can scale up, 

from local parks to global ecosystems?  

On one small and fragile planet, it seems the human ‘way of life’ is on a collision course with human 

‘life-support’, as 8-10 billion people all try to live in material affluence.  Some argue for technology 

solutions, others for markets, regulation, lifestyle or cultural change.  Experience so far shows that 

none of these on its own is enough. So we need to look for the synergies between, and the pathways 

which can lead towards them. And as such pathways are beyond any individual mind or 

organization, we need collaborative learning and thinking – a kind of collective eco-social 

intelligence, or a ‘deeper ecological mind’.  

If we could see such a ‘mind’, it could be like the sketch at ECOLOGIES-LANDSCAPE upper left (A), like a 

crystal ball with layers and threads between them. There are physical ecosystems and habitats, 

emerging by natural evolutionary process.   Then we see human layers – social, economic, political 

or cultural – each in some kind of synergy with the physical ecosystems which support them. At the 

centre is a ‘deep ecology’, ‘ecology of mind’, or ‘ecological wisdom’, for humans to live in harmony 

with nature, drawing on many strands of traditional knowledge.3  The challenge is now to scale up 

such knowledge from local systems to global, to manage the limits and look for synergies of climate, 

biodiversity, food, energy and water.  As in other chapters, we can map three types of synergies, also 

known as ‘Modes’ of system organization and change: 

• Ecologies-I (Mode-I): a linear type of synergy. Here ecosystems and resources are framed 

basically as crude material commodities, suited for mass production of food or wood or 

minerals. 

• Ecologies-II (Mode-II): evolutionary synergies, on the principles of natural selection and 

adaptation, or in human terms, economic ‘creative destruction’. This could describe for instance 

the adaptation of farmers, a collective learning which may be ‘smart’, but often leading to 

‘unsmart’ depletion and destruction.  

• Ecologies-III (Mode-III): co-evolutionary types of synergy, more about conscious human learning 

and thinking for sustainable socio-ecosystems. Just as ‘wiser’ economic or social systems co-

evolve together, so can sustainable patterns of farming or forestry, respecting the diversity of 

ecological habitats and human communities.  A Mode-III socio-ecosystem follows not only the 

principles of bio-mimicry, but of neuro-mimicry, with possibilities yet to emerge.  

With this in mind, our aim here is not to describe food or energy systems in any detail, (each would 

be a book in itself), but to raise some over-arching questions:   

- How to shift from a food / energy / water system which is ‘clever’ or ‘smart’ or ‘unsmart’, 

towards one which is ‘wise’, or at least ‘wiser’?   (We know when we see it – some farms 

trash the environment to produce junk food for short term profit, while others grow healthy 

food with care and respect.)   

- Then, how to scale local examples of wiser food / energy / water, towards a global level?  
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- And then, how to respond to predatory and extractive agri-business or energy corporates, 

with immense wealth and power in the geopolitical order?  

This last question of conflict seems critical. It’s not easy to see an orderly path towards peace and 

cooperation, when ecosystem resources are basically a means to power, wealth,  exploitation and 

inequality. Some conflicts are highly visible in the ‘resource curse’ of oil-rich nations: others are 

embedded in the structural inequalities between (so-called) developing and developed, i.e. ‘South 

and North’.  And political conflict spills over to ideological conflict and ‘post-truth’ manipulation. The 

USA and Brasil are particularly visible (at the time of writing), with leaders promoting the ‘MADDER’ 

doctrine (‘Mutually Assured Destruction & Denial of Ecosystems and Resources’).  Overall the key 

question is whether humans have the collective eco-social intelligence, for (at risk of another 

acronym!), a WISER (Worldwide Intelligence for Sustainable Ecosystems and Resources’), for  

management of the Anthropocene and avoidance of self-destruction.4 

In this chapter 

Again we start by mapping the nexus of inter-connections and changes in motion.  The first question 

is then ‘how to be green’ in the ECO-URBAN-III.  The second points to the existential challenge of our 

time, ‘how to be cool’ within the limits of a CLIMATE-III.  The counter-case is ‘how to thrive’ in an 

already changing climate, with ADAPTATION-III.  A very practical question is then ‘how to eat’ and feed 

8-10 billion people on diminishing resources, with a more intelligent FOOD-III. Finally we put these 

together with pathways for a collective eco-social intelligence.  
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FIGURE 6-1: ECOLOGIES - LANDSCAPE 
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1. What problem: Ecologies-landscape 
 

 

A schoolkid on a 2019 ‘climate strike’ might wonder why humans don’t all work together in common 

cause. But this cause is full of fractures and contradictions, the first being on reality itself, in a ‘post-

truth’ world.5   ‘Cognitive dissonance’ (a polite term for double-think or hypocrisy), is where the 

Minister / Mayor can open a climate conference in the morning and a new airport terminal in the 

afternoon, a so-called ‘FROG’ (‘First Raise Our Growth’) syndrome.6  (Full disclosure:  as a global 

networker, my ‘research footprint’ is over 10 times the ‘convergence’ fair share of 1.2tCO2eq/yr).  

Another fracture is centred on the geo-politics of inequality and affluence.   Many in the South are 

on the front line of climate change, and hungry for material security and growth: many in the North 

are aware of climate change, but hungry for ‘environments’ of affluence, bedazzled by images of hi-

tech cars speeding through pristine landscapes...   

To make progress we have to find ways to work with such dilemmas and contradictions.  

Sustainability policy reports are full of high-minded rhetoric for ‘resource efficiency’ or ‘responsible 

markets’, and then revert to ‘business as usual’, as fundamental change is difficult and risky.  When 

agri-scientists argue sincerely for the technical advantages of GMO-based crops, it’s left to NGOs to 

show how predatory bio-tech firms sponsor the corruption of politicians and the suicides of 

peasants.  All this calls for a more synergistic kind of thinking, robust enough for post-truth fractures 

and dilemmas. 

 

A socio-ecological nexus  
How to draw a map of such a labyrinth?  One version would look like the extended ‘socio-

ecosystems nexus’ in ECOLOGIES-LANDSCAPE, top right (B), (the word nexus meaning a hub of inter-

connections).  Population growth is the first social component of ecological pressure, highly political 

and controversial.  Inequalities and hierarchies, from local to global, drive the ‘tragedy of the 

commons’, and bring ecological policy into conflict and distrust.  The technologies of affluence are 

based on resource extraction and displacement of externalities (i.e. external impacts), in food, 

energy, water, minerals and raw materials.   In the economic domain, the capitalist system and its 

corporate / financial model, works on the ideology of unlimited growth and privatization of the 

‘commons’ (although most socialist systems so far have been no better).  

As for the political, despite some progress in environmental policy, we now see the unravelling and 

regression to extremism and populism.  Underlying cultural myths feed the psychology of individual 

material affluence, (arguably) by alienation of the human psyche.  All these dilemmas come together 

in the crucible of the cities:  the global urban and  peri-urban expansion accelerates the pressure on 

ecosystems, but also brings potential for eco-innovation of many kinds.  

One sign of a deeper syndrome is where problem and solution are all entangled. On the economic-

ecology front, for instance, is the concept of ‘ecosystem services’, defined as “services provided by 

the natural environment that benefit people”.7   But questions come up – what kind of service, in 
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which environments, for which people?  Water in a tap is a very practical ‘service’, but what about 

the groundwater extracted for tourist golf courses, while nearby farmers go thirsty?  The urban-

country park example above, showed a whole menu of opportunities: (a) outdoor classrooms, (b) 

space for youth to build sheds, (c) space for senior citizens, (d) woodland arts festivals, and (e) 

increased flood resilience.   The point is that if these services are material and tradeable, such as 

those of commercial forestry, then valuation models can be useful, as per the textbook formula “Let 

total environmental assets = X”, followed by elaborate calculations on ‘X’.8  But if social or cultural 

values are more the question, then value-added, valuation or evaluation isn’t a fixed ‘answer’, more 

like a space of opportunities, as in the country park example (and see E/VALUATION-III).   

Scaling up to global, total ecosystems services have been ‘valued’ at $125 trillion per year, or nearly 

twice world GDP, with the rate of loss / damage of between $4.3 and $20.2 trillion per year (the 

precision here looks problematic).9  This is not to suggest that GDP growth could substitute, more 

that ecosystems services can be seen alongside the mainstream economy, in order to guide business 

and policy.  In reality we see aggressive corporations chasing profit margins, capturing governments, 

grabbing land and burning rainforests, and such ‘valuation’ looks like a last-ditch attempt to halt 

them.  So there is a chance of real contribution from synergistic thinking, with pathways for such 

corporations to move towards ‘wiser’ models of ENTERPRISE-III or CIRCULONOMICS-III. 

To continue round the landscape: in the centre at (D) is the Ecological Footprint. This shows a rough 

calculation of ‘bio-productive capacity’ as notional land area, used or ‘appropriated’ by all the 

sectors in production and/or consumption, and measured in ‘global hectares per capita’.  The 

methodology is work in progress, but the Footprint carries a powerful message and question – how 

can humanity live on the resources of One Planet rather than two or three planets?10  And how can 

these resources be better shared?   

More detail appears in the three-in-one sketch, the ecosystems nexus at the centre right (E) of 

ECOLOGIES-LANDSCAPE.11  Here the Planetary Boundaries method aims to define the ‘safe operating 

space’of global bio-geo-physical systems.12  Four boundaries are already crossed: climate change, 

biosphere integrity, land-system change, and global cycles of phosphorus and nitrogen. (Others are 

pending:  freshwater use, ocean acidification, atmospheric aerosols, stratospheric ozone, and the 

‘novel entities’ of organic pollutants, radioactive materials, nano-materials, micro-plastics).  The 

science behind is complex and often patchy, and struggles with cumulative effects, thresholds, 

tipping points and the many interconnections.13   In this brief chapter we focus just on climate 

change, the over-arching threat to the planetary boundaries.   

The diagram also shows the ‘FEW’ nexus of food-energy-water, which helps to frame a new 

generation of science, policy and business.14  This raises the bar, as talking about collective food 

intelligence (or energy or water) is no longer enough, we have to include for the many inter-

connnections between, with many effects on a myriad ecosystems.   Thirdly, if the planetary 

boundaries are like a shrinking outer circle, and human needs an expanding inner circle, there’s an 

image of a doughnut, a space between survival and prosperity, where ‘doughnut economics’ should 

be a guide.15  A similar approach comes up in FOOD-III, where the EAT Forum maps out a sustainable 

food system, between the limits of human health and ecosystems thresholds.16   Radical 

transformations are then called for by policy-makers and business leaders, and transformations are 

indeed all around, but not often the ones we seek.  
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Change mapping  
Ecological change is not only about growth, but also decline, regeneration and restructuring.  With 

the human dimension and the challenge of global limits, it’s also about trends, targets and 

trajectories, thresholds and tipping points. So here are four angles on ecological change: the 

dynamic cycle, resilience and the commons, alternative scenarios, and the nature of transformation.  

Each ecosystem or socio-ecosystem is unique, but there are common patterns of change, seen with 

the ‘panarchy’ dynamic cycle of adaptive renewal (also seen in CHANGE-MAPPING,  CITIES-III and 

DEVELOPMENTAL-III).17  The phase-space diagram charts the balance of resources and potential (i.e. 

quantity and quality) in ecosystems, pictured in ECOLOGIES-LANDSCAPE, centre left (C).   A typical forest 

might grow in quantity and complexity, and tending towards a ‘climax’ condition, where for a while 

all seems stable.  Sooner or later there’s some kind of crisis, by fire, storm, disease, or human 

intervention.  Third comes a ‘back-loop’ of re-organization and reconstruction, and fourth, a re-

grouping and mobilization for the next growth phase.    

The next step is to translate an ‘evolutionary’ picture of natural ecosystems (‘natural’ in a relative 

way, as few areas are untouched by humans) – into a ‘co-evolutionary’ model of socio-ecosystem 

relationships. In a human community, forest fires can cause destruction and suffering, where 

humans try to respond in some way, before or during or after the crisis.  This is visualized in the 

diagram as a smaller cycle, (dotted lines), at a higher level of complexity, moving in a cycle which is 

less destructive and more strategic.  The forest growth phase is managed, fires are anticipated, the 

‘back-loop’ reconstruction keeps rats and gangsters at bay, and the re-organization phase learns to 

avoid the same mistakes again.   

This highlights the ‘framing’ of problems and solutions, and the typical mismatch between them.   If 

a community is vulnerable to flooding, there are technical Mode-I questions about water and flood 

defences, and Mode-II vulnerabilities with housing inequalities or insurance fraud. Then follow 

Mode-III questions on deeper-wider social cohesion, trust in governance or access to livelihoods.  

A similar framing question comes up in the ‘tragedy of the commons’.18  In this perennial eco-fable, 

each farmer puts her own animals to graze the common land, and the tragic result is over-grazing 

and self-destruction. In simple material terms, this looks like a one-way street – what could persuade 

hungry farmers to put long-term collaboration over short-term survival?  Only the formation of a 

collective socio-eco-intelligence, as in DEEPER-MIND-III, can shift the frame, and move towards a 

wider-deeper kind of ‘co-institutional co-design’ for the commons.19  And for this, the scenarios – 

alternative eco-futures – are a vital first step. 

Alternative eco-futures  

Global scenario-making took off with the ‘Limits to Growth’ in 1972: since then, the narratives have 

matured, the technical modelling is hugely sophisticated, and the applications now reach into the 

broader field of foresight, change management and strategic planning.  The scenarios in this book 

draw on a simple framework, originally from the IPCC: one axis of ‘values’ between private 

enterprise or public community, and another of ‘structures’ between top-down or bottom-up.20 

Here these are linked with ecological factors, for instance, climate impacts which are strong / weak, 
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and eco-innovation which is rapid / slow (see the scenario summary in Table 12-4).  The cartoon 

version is in ECOLOGIES-LANDSCAPE lower part (E):  

• ‘Global enterprise’ ecologies: global agri-food firms use precision farming, synthetic biology 

and robot supply chains. Large cities have intensive ‘agri-warehouses’ for local food markets, 

but urban greenspace is reserved for the rich. Energy is a mix of renewable and 

unconventional fuels, as demand continues to rise. Climate change heads for three degrees 

of warming, and whole regions turn to desert: some are rescued by intensive bio-

engineering, but with 500 million climate refugees. Many coastal cities are inundated, and 

some are relocated, which appears to be good for economic growth.  

• ‘Local enterprise’ ecologies:  a resurgence of small local farming, which helps to repopulate 

the countryside and preserve rural communities. For some there is self-sufficiency, but 

others go hungry or eat junk food, with few standards or regulations, and while energy 

production is localized its efficiency is low. Climate change is four degrees and rising, with 

huge impacts on the 1 billion refugees: coordination or adaptive capacity is lacking, but local 

entrepreneurs find ways of turning this to advantage.  

• ‘Global communities’ ecologies:  global shortages and food crises shift policy towards 

international partnerships for integrated supply chains. The EU and other trading blocs 

promote intensive farming, with niche products in food, materials and bio-medicals. 

Renewable energy is supplied from deserts with inter-continental connectors, and many 

cities are internally zero-carbon. Climate change is around 2 degrees, and warming begins to 

stabilize, with intensive global cooperation and strong local governance.  

• ‘Local communities’ ecologies: many communities and public services are near self-

sufficient: most urban greenspace is for cultivation, and typical dwellings use hydroponics 

and vertical gardening.  Most energy is generated and used locally, which can be a problem 

for poorer and more remote communities. Material economic growth slows and many 

products are shared.  Climate change is over two degrees, and without international 

cooperation, the impacts continue to rise, but there is strong community cohesion, mutual 

aid and social resilience.  

From scenarios to pathways 

Scenarios for the ecological domain have two over-arching questions – how big is the coming 

catastrophe, and what chance of survival?  Each of these scenarios is in some way on the brink of 

destruction of life-support systems, and it would be easy to paint a picture of doom and devastation.  

In technical terms, with trends in population growth and material economic growth, it seems highly 

probable that major planetary boundaries will be broken in the coming decades, with tipping points 

which are possibly catastrophic but hard to predict.  However, history suggests the probability of 

game-changing innovations and transformations, such as the long waves in TECHNOLOGIES-LANDSCAPE 

(next chapter), from horse travel to aviation, or from printing to quantum computing.   

In this situation of existential angst and dilemma, we need new ways of mapping and designing our 

transitions and pathways.  Current ‘transition pathways’ for energy-economy-environment (the ‘E3’ 

combination), are framed in technical-economic terms, suitable for theory and modelling, but not 

well suited for the real world, more like market failures, power grabs, psycho-social trauma and 

embedded corruption.  A more systemic view of transitions comes with a ‘multi-level perspective’ on 
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niches and regimes and landscapes, and the links between them.21  A more co-evolutionary view 

comes with ‘planetary economics’, a close relative to synergistic thinking, which brings together 

behavioural economics with evolutionary and institutional economics.22   

Here the ‘synergistic pathways’ aim to follow on.  Synergistic pathways look ‘deeper’ for the layers of 

post-truth and contradiction: ‘wider’ for the power games and conflicts of actors: and ‘further’, from 

causes to effects.  Global food for example, is a huge technical and economic question, but also a 

social, cultural and political question: synergistic food pathways (as in FOOD-III) each explore ways to 

bring these together, guided by the principles of collective food intelligence. 

Such pathways are put to the test by the ultimate challenge of our planetary boundaries. They call 

for a global level of collective ecological intelligence, as conjectured by the Athena /  One Planet 

Hypothesis, and pictured in GLOBAL-III.  It seems homo sapiens is now firmly locked inside its own 

experiment, a planet-sized laboratory, with risks which are existential and irreversible, with no ‘Plan-

B’ in sight.  

This Faustian bargain is the background to a journey which begins overleaf, in the melting pots of the 

newly urbanizing world….    
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2. How to be green: Eco-Urban-III 
 

 
It seems the global ecology is now entangled with the ‘global urban ecology’, cities being the engines 

of growth and innovation, but also the concentration of pollution and vulnerability.  Some talk about 

the urban-ocene, with cities at the centre of a new global order.23 But as cities expand and diffuse 

across larger areas, a planetary peri-urbanization – a so-called Peri-cene – is actually more visible 

from space, this being more of an anti-city-region than any organized system.24   

For the ecological side, the ‘eco-urban’, the picture is deeply divided.  Most lower-income countries 

see rapid urban growth and rural depopulation, with primary industries dependent on physical 

resources, with heavy burdens on local air, water, waste and ground quality. Middle-income 

countries with expanding industrial cities see growth and restructuring: pressures are rising on 

water, energy and minerals, but growing prosperity can enable cleaner production and 

environmental standards. Higher-income cities show complex patterns of growth and change, with 

counter-urbanization and re-urbanization: as centres of services and consumption most of their 

physical impacts are displaced to other places and peoples.  All these differences are merging and 

the transitions are accelerating:  the shift from pre-industrial to post-industrial took some centuries 

in Europe, but just a few years in the megacities of Asia, Africa or Latin America.   

This is the backdrop to the ‘urban environmental transition’, a mapping of long wave cycles of 

roughly 50 years, in TECHNOLOGIES-MAPPING (next chapter).25   The timeline shows mercantile cities 

awash with sewage: early industrial cities in a smog of coal and chemical pollution: mature industrial 

cities choked by automobiles: post-industrial cities with global impacts and endemic inequalities.  

The trend lines then point towards a forthcoming wave of post-material cyber-cities, heading for an 

unknowable future.   
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FIGURE 6-2: ECO-URBAN - III 
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Overview & review: the global eco-urban 

Eco-urban types around the world each bring a basket of ecological hazard and 

vulnerability.26  Cities and megacities on or near the coast, with 20% of the world’s 

population, are the most vulnerable to storm, flood, earthquake, tsunamis or sea-

level rise, from Lagos and Manila, to London or Doha.  ‘Cultivated’ zones and 

‘dryland’ zones with a combined urban population of 3 billion, are each vulnerable to 

climate change and climate-induced migration, as seen in Nairobi, Delhi or Beijing. 

Inland cities such as Prague or New Orleans, are more prone to fluvial flooding or 

forest fires. At high altitude Mexico City and similar, suffer pollution of air and water, 

along with seismic activity.  Overall the outlook for global urbanization and its bio-

spheric impacts, seems very challenging.27 While the urban population doubles, the 

urban land-take is set to triple from 2010-30, growing by 1.2 million km2, with 

reckless destruction of natural habitats, biomass, biodiversity, flood resilience and 

carbon storage – all essential to absorb and adapt to a changing climate.28   

Looking at the drivers of change, the development curve from lower to higher incomes seems clear, 

but the curve of wealth and inequality is not.  It seems economic growth can be good for urban 

greening, but it also shifts impacts from local to global, and from richer to poorer. And urban 

development is on a dynamic cycle, as seen in CITIES-III:  following the growth phase there may be 

‘reverse development’ as in former Soviet cities, industrial shrinkage in Detroit or Leipzig, or conflict 

which destroys whole cities in ‘de-urbanization’.  Urban ecosystems can then follow the shrinkage 

and restructuring, as new species re-colonize vacant buildings and derelict land.29   

As for planned eco-cities, in the Gulf or in South Korea, as showcases for eco-urban smart 

technology, the results so far seem to lack vitality.30  Others see the future in a low-tech, 

decentralized, communitarian kind of city, as in the Green Belt and urban food movements.31  And 

so-called green infrastructure is making a welcome return to urban planning:  Greater London is 

planning a national park, and Paris is turning roads back into riverside green space.  However it 

seems that greening often comes alongside gentrification, with displacement of pollution and social 

impacts even further.32   

Behind this, a resource metabolism underpins the global urban system.  In simple terms, affluent 

consumers in Northern cities import from producers in Southern cities, where wages are low and 

pollution is high.  While all cities contain affluence and poverty, there are structural differences, as 

shown by the carbon footprint.33  Northern city residents enjoy an average income of $35,000, and a 

CO2 footprint (direct/indirect) of over 10 tonnes per year: in the average Southern city there are 

incomes of $1000 and CO2 footprints of 1 tonne.  The ‘Happy Planet Index’ is a good measure, 

combining eco / social / economic measures, i.e. CO2 and GDP income with human development.  

While the USA shows the worst combination in the North, the global winner is Costa Rica, with the 

best ratio of ‘happiness per footprint’, and with advanced low-carbon plans, but also vulnerable to 

natural hazards, corruption and instability.34   

Overall it seems that cities of the South and North are inextricably linked. The ‘poverty of 

consumption’, in the mental alienation and social fragmentation of the North, is the counterpart of 

the ‘poverty of production’, of pollution and exploitation in the South. And so, the pathways for one 

depend on the other, as explored in DEVELOPMENTAL-III.  So we look beyond the idealized sustainable 
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city, where ‘eco-affluence’ comes from colonial exploitation. Also, we look beyond myopic ‘urban 

resilience’ projects, which build flood defences for the CBD but overlook the homeless on the 

streets.  And thirdly, we look beyond the rhetoric to ‘strengthen local governance’ or ‘empower 

communities’, with technocratic checklists or plain green-washing. The real opportunities for eco-

urbanism may be in cities which avoid the rhetoric, which are agile and creative, which ‘think, adapt 

and evolve’.35  So how would this work?    

 

Eco-urban-services 
Cities around the world proclaim their policies for the climate / low-carbon transition, but few have 

much knowledge of their own carbon cycle with its many stocks and flows.  So here’s a cartoon 

version in the upper part of ECO-URBAN-III.  Carbon cycles show up in three basic formations.36 The 

direct cycle (‘Scope 1’ in technical terms), starts with local burning of fossil fuels, releasing carbon to 

the atmosphere, with some re-circulation into oceans, soils or vegetation. An indirect cycle burns the 

fossil fuel outside the city or region, to make electricity (‘scope 2’) for the urban energy mix.  Thirdly 

come many kinds of local or regional cycles, stocks and flows: land-use and forestry, agriculture and 

food chains, bio-fuels and bio-mass, imported products which end up in landfill, carbon embedded in 

buildings and infrastructure, (duty free purchases by passengers in transit), and so on.  There’s an 

important difference between the first two which are accounted and targeted by production sectors, 

and the third which is more about consumption. The UK carbon accounts look good on paper, only 

because most heavy industry moved to Asia and the products are reimported (with ongoing debate 

about the shipping and aviation accounts).37  

We could draw a boundary around the built-up city, shown here with the inner circle, and try to 

manage the carbon with local-level policies or markets.  But for the most part, local powers are 

lacking, and the built-up city is only a hub in its region, which in turn is a landing strip for global 

supply chains.  Each level of boundary seems incomplete and problematic, as carbon flows don’t 

respect political or economic units. 

There’s a bigger question on ‘what is a city’, and how does it fit with concepts of ‘ecosystem 

services’.  For example the country park in Manchester stretches from industrial dereliction into 

open fields, with urban, suburban, peri-urban and rural landscapes, all mixed and inter-connected 

across an extended city-region.38   The linkages vary over time: mercantile or industrial cities are 

strongly linked to local energy, water, minerals, forestry and food. In contrast post-industrial cities 

tend to shift from local to global supply chains, but new kinds of social-cultural ecosystem services 

then emerge into the urban pattern. So we can map out the vital combinations, the ‘eco-urban-

services’, in different spatial layers.39  As seen in ECO-URBAN-III, lower left (B), here are four:  

• Urban-eco-services within the city:  localized resources and habitats, biodiversity and tree-cover, 

green-space and green infrastructure, flood protection and water quality, air quality and urban 

micro-climates: all essential for the life of the city.  

• Urban-eco-services around the extended city-region. This links the core urban area to its 

surrounding hinterland or bioregion, the peri-urban and ex-urban, industrial areas, river 

catchments and country parks, supplies of water and minerals, and other urban-rural linkages.  
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• Urban-eco-services as flows through the city: the physical metabolism of carbon, energy, food, 

water, minerals and organic materials, along with natural flows of air, water or soil.   

• Urban-eco-services as background for the city, where policy or business uses some kind of 

ecological knowledge or insights: to name a few, industrial ecology, political ecology, eco-design, 

eco-innovation, eco-psychology, bio-mimicry or ecological economics.  

This mapping of carbon cycles and urban-eco-services starts with a linear, Mode-I type of urban-eco-

services, with a command-and-control style of resource management and pollution control.  It’s then 

a short step towards an evolutionary Mode-II, pictured in the lower centre (C).  This is more about 

innovation and competition, with urban-eco-services markets and incentives, for instance in the 

‘TEEB’ and the UK experiments with ‘Payments for Ecosystems Services’.40  Here the typical urban 

structure shifts towards a hollow and diffuse peri-urban sprawl / agglomeration, and within the city, 

urban-eco-services are polarized into desirable / undesirable locations.  Around the city, the orbital 

infrastructure places airports and business parks and high value housing on the outside, away from 

‘human landfill’ projects and industrial logistics. The flows through the city are displaced to global 

supply chains, waste transfers and climate emissions. Meanwhile some problems such as air quality 

are still local or regional, generally so the urban poor breath the vehicle emissions of the rich.  

So far, we have pictures of urban flows and carbon cycles as many-layered and intricate webs which 

cross many boundaries.  But following the synergistic logic, this is more than a question of physical 

materials, it’s about the human learning and thinking process, the collective eco-urban intelligence. 

With this a ‘wiser’, more synergistic picture takes shape, at the lower right (D). Here the eco-urban 

system converges directly on its ‘global fair share’ (equal per person) of ‘safe operating space’, 

wherever its boundaries are drawn. It aims for near-zero carbon emissions, from both production 

and consumption sides, and a factor-four-plus transformation of resource efficiency.41  Where the 

cycles are mainly local these can be managed directly: where cycles are mainly in global networks 

and value-constellations, then other ways are needed of managing such ‘collaborative inter-

dependency’.  And for the eco-urban-services within and around the city-region, we aim for 

diversity, multiplicity and fractal complexity, with intricate self-organizing niches and habitats.  Local 

urban street trees and vertical gardening, or larger scale eco-urban parks and bio-reserves, each 

serve wider goals, of social cohesion and economic resilience and cultural diversity. 

 

Eco-urban pathways  
So here are some likely pathways, arranged by the different layers of the eco-urban-services.  

Through the city, for the metabolism of energy and carbon, water and materials, there’s an ideal of 

local self-sufficiency, the autonomous off-grid community or city, which produces energy / food / 

materials from within or very nearby. But such ideal models can overlook complex boundaries, and 

the advantages of supply chains and value chains in a modern economy. (For instance oranges 

grown in Spain and shipped are on average, lower carbon than oranges grown in the UK).  So, the 

most effective low-carbon actions combine the best of local and global, and include for both direct 

and indirect effects.  Local carbon stocks and flows can (in principle) be measured and directly 

managed locally by policy, markets, technology or behaviour change. For global cycles, it’s more 

about the collective eco-urban intelligence, which can manage the benchmarks, accreditations, 
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producer-consumer responsibilities, and the ‘collaborative inter-dependency’ of extended value-

chains.  The words ‘low-carbon pathway’ are often used in a limited technical sense, but it’s clear 

that real progress needs pathways which combine social, technical, economic, political  and cultural 

layers.  

Within the city, we look for an interconnected, ‘recirculatory’ and ‘regenerative’ city. Water, energy, 

food and materials can be produced in intricate micro-harvesting systems of bio-mimicry, with 

learning and thinking systems of neuro-mimicry to realize them.42   New possibilities emerge in 

micro-green-space, vertical or roof or box gardening, material-waste cascades or energy harvesting. 

The passivhaus approach works with ‘breathing’ buildings and micro-climatic design for thermal 

balance: electric car-shares store renewable energy by night for use by day.  The success of such 

whole systems then depends on deeper layers of thinking, with wider communities, with further 

integration upstream /  downstream, combining social practice, economic markets, and cultural 

stories.  

Around the city, the hinterland is now the largest land-use in the system, and calls for the integrated 

planning of CITY-REGION-III, or the ‘sprawl repair’ and renewal of the ANTI-CITY-REGION-III. Local-

regional infrastructure can be managed around co-dependency, with upstream-downstream 

coordination of rivers and flood risk, or supply-demand coordination of materials exchange and 

recirculation.  There’s an opportunity for ‘collective food intelligence’, as in FOOD-III, which links the 

growing potential with rural livelihoods, ecosystems and habitats, with markets and distribution 

systems.  

Lastly in ecologies for the city, we draw on all the pathways in this chapter. A stewardship pathway 

(political-environment) sets the ground-rules, public investment, and creative use of land.  The eco-

business pathway (environment-economy), works on the principles of FINANCE-III and ENTERPRISE-III, 

and the industrial ecology cycles of CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III.  And there’s a storyline pathway (social-

cultural), for liveability and social cohesion via gardening and greening.  

All these show up in the ‘eco-policy cycles’, shown in the lower part of each picture (B-D), which in 

some way reflect the history of environmental policy. A linear Mode-I policy regime puts up 

command-and-control pollution limits, which often don’t work as intended. An evolutionary Mode-II 

policy focuses on incentives and markets, again with likely side-effects. These all point towards a co-

evolutionary Mode-III policy cycle, one of collaborative learning and thinking, in the frame of 

collective eco-urban intelligence.  In practice all three Modes are needed to work side by side.    

Overall this ECO-URBAN-III sketch aims to build bridges, between the technical potential of low-

carbon cities, and the reality of various stages of fragmentation, corruption, inequality or plain 

confusion. Such pathways have few guarantees, but much potential, in turning a nexus of problems 

towards a connexus of opportunities.  But all this hangs on the biggest question of all, the global life-

support itself…   
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3. How to be cool: Climate-III  
 

 

Seen from space, arctic ice now gives way to dark open sea, another of many tipping points, in what 

some call the greatest ever ‘market failure’ or collective action dilemma.43  At the Paris Conference 

of Parties (‘COP21’), 194 nations agreed on the goal to limit climate change to 2 degrees and ‘1.5 as 

an aspiration’.  In technical terms this would rely on ‘negative emissions’ through ‘BECCS’ (bio-

energy with carbon capture and storage): technically unproven, politically controversial, and 

demanding huge land areas and costly infrastructures.44  But after the COP21, reality soon kicked in. 

Within days the UK, host of the world’s first national carbon budget, ended its CCS program and 

most renewable subsidies, and opened up new oil fields and fracking zones.45  Elsewhere, Beijing and 

Delhi were suffocated by air pollution, Indonesia was choked by burning rainforests, and Rio 

bulldozed slums for the (high-carbon) Olympic Games. The City of Vancouver won the ‘Greenest City’ 

award, while just over its boundary are new airport runways and shopping malls.  Longer term, even 

if global warming could by some unlikely event hold at 2 degrees, (current trends as of 2019 point 

towards 3.5), it seems up to 20% of world population could be displaced by rising sea-levels, with 

coastal mega-cities such as Shanghai, Dhaka, Manila, Lagos, New York, London and others, all at 

risk.46  The response from some is to promote doubt and denial, with unlimited dark money for 

disinformation and manipulation.47 

However, there are positive messages, from the Cities for Climate campaign and others – that low-

carbon cities are cost-effective and just around the corner, if we can just fix a few financial and legal 

gaps.  New Climate Economy reports that low-carbon policies by 2050 could generate savings of 

US$16.6 trillion (net present value, with unreal precision).48  This sounds fine in principle, until we 

look out the window, to cities which are endemically messed up, with near-total absence of good 

governance or clean money. And at the global level there are much greater dilemmas. If fossil fuels 

have to stay in the ground, financial assets estimated at $21 trillion are more or less worthless, 

putting the entire global economy at risk: if they are burnt, the long-term damage could be 20% of 

GDP, also putting the global economy at risk.49  Even the European Commission and the OECD, not 

usually radical organizations, call for ‘profound lifestyle changes’ and ‘new economic models’.50   
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Figure 6-3: CLIMATE - III 
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How to map and navigate such a labyrinth?  Synergistic thinking aims to look for deeper 

combinations of social-economic-political, and below the surface at the dynamics of alienation, 

corruption or inequality. Then we can look wider at the inter-connections of finance, infrastructure 

or technology: and then further, for upstream causes and downstream effects in the energy-climate 

metabolism.  All this highlights the difference between ‘clever’ technology, or ‘smart’ markets, and a 

‘wiser’ form of governance, a collective climate intelligence. Then the basic questions can be framed:  

- How could the global climate be managed by such a collective climate intelligence?  

- Which synergistic pathways could mobilize this?  

- And as always, how to respond to hostile and predatory forces? 

This kind of thinking is starting to emerge in many places.  One is ‘planetary economics’, with three 

economic paradigms, not unlike the synergistic scheme: a positive / behavioural economics (Mode-

I), to evolutionary / neo-classical (Mode-II), and then a co-evolutionary economics (Mode-III).51  The 

point is that the climate-economics interactions can work on all three levels: and particularly that 

the economic dilemmas in Mode-I or II methods (such as discount rates, non-market valuations, 

extreme risks), can be reframed in Mode-III thinking as human problems with creative human 

responses.52 

The sheer scale of this existential challenge, stretches our one-page format to its limits.   But to start, 

we sketch a connexus in the upper part (A) of CLIMATE-III, with likely inter-connections and synergies.  

Then we explore the present-day syndromes, in simplest possible form, in the lower left (B&D).  The 

‘actor mapping’ at (B) shows the basic interactions of profit and power in the energy-climate system, 

with a corporate business model which buys governments, drives financial speculation, locks into 

fossil fuels, and funds climate scepticism and denial.  Then we see the basic energy metabolism, 

from primary resources, to secondary electricity, to distribution and storage, and then to energy 

demand and energy ‘services’ at (D).  The impacts then track around the cycle, with a cause-effect 

impact chain, following the logic of the ‘DPSIR’ scheme (‘drivers-pressure-state-impacts-

responses’).53  Here are the ‘driving forces’ of population / economic growth, ‘pressures’ from 

emissions, ‘state’ of the climate, direct ‘impacts’ of floods or droughts, and the downstream results 

or ‘responses’ for ecosystems (which then feedback to the energy resources at the start).  

Managing such a cycle should be fine in principle, balancing the energy supply-chain with its climate 

impact-chain. But in practice there are gaps and barriers and syndromes everywhere.  The mapping 

shows these clustered in the four main parts of the cycle.  The political-ecology syndrome (1) starts 

with the ‘tragedy of the commons’, scaled up to where ecosystems and their services are run by 

political myopia, corporate capture and social divisions.54  Then comes a socio-cultural syndrome (2) 

on the energy demand chain, where social inequality, addictive consumption and industrial 

alienation, all contribute to climate denial and self-destruction. Also on the demand side, the urban 

building stock is typically messy and disorganized, with lock-ins, split incentives and resistance to 

change.   

Third, a techno-economic syndrome (3) is about the energy-industrial supply chain: here are 

innovation hurdles, sunk assets in fossil fuels, and the destructive logic of short-term finance. Fourth, 

the eco-spatial or urban-rural syndrome (4), focuses on energy resources and ecosystem themselves, 

and implications for land and territorial development, as seen in ECO-URBAN-III.    
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The overall picture shows an energy supply-chain / climate impact-chain, which are highly 

dysfunctional and lacking the essential learning and feedback loops. There are profound schisms 

between different parts of society, well-intentioned policies are subverted or hijacked, and carbon 

trading turns into a game of speculation and land-grabbing.55   And then come the ‘crunch’ questions 

on power and money, where any real climate pathway will be a game-changer, likely to disrupt 

geopolitical power, business models, capital assets, industrial dynasties, professional skills, property 

values and (not least), local jobs. There will be determined resistance to change from all these and 

more.  The likely responses range from co-option and collaboration, to competition, subversion, 

confrontation, or just ‘build a new system’.  Just as the 19th century campaign against slavery was 

won (more or less) against every kind of opposition, the 21st century battle of WISER versus MADDER 

could have an outside chance.  It may be that climate ‘changes everything’, as enabler and catalyst 

for social and economic and political transformation.56 Or maybe we need the wider transformation 

first: or, we have to combine climate change with ‘societal change’. And while it’s not difficult to 

calculate energy and carbon, societal calculations or projections are near impossible, so we need 

other means of mapping and co-design of the pathways ahead.  

 

Climate-III pathways: democracy and community 
All this is sketched on the right (C&E) of CLIMATE-III, with pathways from ‘syndromes’ to ‘synergies’. 

Here we look beyond the normal limits of climate science, policy or economics, generally based on 

functional Mode-I thinking, or evolutionary Mode-II. With co-evolutionary Mode-III thinking, we can 

explore the scope and possibility of a collective climate intelligence, as the enabler for a more 

ambitious transformation.   Four clusters of pathways then follow from the syndromes above, now 

titled ‘climate-democracy, community, enterprise and development’.  These aim to bridge the most 

pressing gaps – not silver bullet answers or checklists, more like the start of a new kind of journey.  

Underlying each pathway are deeper layers, of culture and psychology, where the psycho-

therapeutic approach helps to understand the MADDER logic of self-destruction, and then respond 

as in SCIENCE-III.  The dynamics of global climate management may yet emerge through deeper myths 

and archetypes,  such as the gift of fire, the story of redemption, or the cycle of destruction and 

rebirth, as in the MIND-GAMES of Chapter 11.  

Climate democracy pathways (with social-political logic), focus upstream of the energy supply-

chain, and downstream of the climate impact-chain. Where indigenous people are displaced by 

energy or mineral extraction, or where farmers lose their livelihood by flood or drought, there’s an 

over-arching case for energy and/or climate justice, and the democratic system to underpin it.  In 

human rights terms, every community should have a stake (economic, political, social), in ‘their’ 

resources, energy, land and livelihoods. But this raises huge questions: who is the community, who 

speaks for them, and who decides what is ‘theirs’, in a world of conflicting claims, of migration and 

displacement and international trade?  There are great examples of indigenous peoples facing big 

corporations alongside eco-activists (a very high risk profession): but there are other more tricky 

questions, such as indigenous communities in nature reserves, or local opposition to windfarms, or 

the human right to drive a car. 
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It seems that democracy and/or social justice, as debated in POLITICAL-III, is a many-layered basket of 

principles and critiques.57 At the core, from a political ecology perspective, energy and climate 

change are all about power and inequality. On the global scale, rich nations have (mainly) caused the 

problems which poor nations suffer, now or in the near future: in the UK the poorest 10% pay twice 

the energy tariffs of the richest, while in Africa oil extraction has poisoned and displaced whole 

peoples.58   So in principle, the human rights of communities large or small, are balanced with the 

rights of energy suppliers upstream and users downstream. The basic idea is accepted by COP21 of 

balance and reinvestment between developed and developing nations, but this is easier to say than 

do, and progress as yet is painfully slow.  It seems that climate democracy is a process more than 

blueprint, which has to work by open debate and transparent accountable government.  So again we 

fit the climate agenda into a deeper-wider societal transformation: as in Political-III we look for ‘co-

organizations’, multi-level ‘co-governance’, co-production in public services, and collaborative-co-

creation or ‘Co-opolism’.  The implications are huge: energy corporations could or should be re-

socialized, land as a common resource, climate refugees could sue the developed world in mass 

actions…   

Climate-community pathways: with the ‘tragedies of the commons’ local and global, with 

nationalist politics and toxic effects of shadow finance and dark data, all might seem impossible.  But 

if social norms and cultural narratives can be mobilized, to steer towards mutual aid and social 

learning, i.e. collective climate intelligence, there may still be a chance.  Ostrom’s ‘institutional 

design’ aims to build or rebuild collective norms and rules, which can work well for local or maybe 

regional ecosystems.59  But for the global commons we are just beginning to map possible pathways, 

from the ‘tragedies’ to the ‘opportunities’ of the commons.  With synergistic principles we look for 

social and political structures, with deeper layers of value and logic, with wider communities of 

interest, and with further horizons from upstream to downstream.   

Practically, we aim for links between climate insurance and social insurance, or between climate 

damage and forward investment. This could start with the social diaspora:  globalized cultures and 

communities are more than ever networked, and with friends or relatives in climate vulnerability, 

there’s more reason to consider their security and prosperity.  On the basis of ‘six degrees of 

separation’, social platforms could promote ‘three degrees of connection’, and the inter-

dependencies between people, countries, climate and lifestyle.  Similar principles work for CSR in 

niche markets of organic food, clothing, sport or tourism, looking for the vital shift from eco-

consumerism towards real climate investment. The potential for inter-generational insurance / 

investment was explored in FINANCE-III, a wider question on the ‘willingness to pay’ for the benefit of 

grandchildren, and a deeper question of psychology and culture.    

Climate-III pathways: enterprise and development 
 

Climate-enterprise pathways (with a technology-economic logic):  the energy-climate industrial 

supply-chain starts with fossil fuel assets, with current proven reserves valued at $21 trillion, and a 

near-total lock-hold on firms, technologies, investors and governments.60    Most current policies 

cover Mode-I type taxes or subsidies, or evolutionary Mode-II markets and trading systems. Each 

aims in some way to adjust prices of climate emissions or investments, for (a) ‘social cost’ of impacts, 

b) ‘social price’ of the transition, or c) other redistribution, compensation, subsidy or investment.  
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But reality is never simple. While in principle the economic logic seems clear, the practice is full of 

unresolved questions, such as long-term discounting, or non-market valuation of ecosystems.61   And 

the economics often misses the political realities  – governments which raise fossil taxes rapidly turn 

unpopular, both with citizens and the corporates which fund them.  While cheaper renewable 

energy is now growing rapidly, so are new resources of conventional / unconventional fossil fuels, in 

both rich and poor nations, even while smart entrepreneurs profit from climate disruptions.62   

On the general principle of building synergies, here is a shortlist of components to be inter-

connected (also in the cartoon in FINANCE-III):  

- Upstream resources and financial instruments 

- Energy infrastructures and political economy models 

- Industrial production, supply chains and technologies 

- Technology innovation processes, skills, organizations  

- Downstream markets, demand side and lifecycle effects 

- Longer term issues of competitiveness or macro-economic balance   

For such complexity, this climate enterprise pathway looks for deeper layers of value, wider 

communities of interest, and further upstream / downstream links.  With a focus on the system 

learning and thinking capacity for transformation, i.e. the collective climate intelligence, new 

possibilities can emerge, avoiding the pitfalls of emissions trading or tax / subsidy. In practical terms, 

social-cultural narratives can help with technology innovation barriers: crowd-platforms can help to 

balance market demand: block-chain systems can help with re-investment loops, and so on. 

‘Futurity’ is a cross-cutting theme for the whole climate agenda: with deeper layers of futurity we 

can unlock inter-generational finance, and mobilize climate-related collateral, for climate bonds or 

‘carbon mortgages’.  Workers can then invest tax-free in their grandchildren, or pension funds invest 

in their members’ wellbeing.  Forward thinking governments can sponsor strategic procurement or 

sovereign funds, while local communities mobilize their collateral in property or land values for 

social energy schemes.  Housing energy retrofit, currently in the UK in stalemate, can be a zone of 

advanced socio-eco markets, linking technology and finance with social and community innovation.  

The signals and seeds of a Collaboratorium, for multi-helix / multi-versity market transformation, are 

there to be grown.  

 

Climate development pathways, (with urban-social-economic logic): these start and end in cities and 

city-regions, as the locus of energy demand and climate vulnerability.   But this isn’t simple: inertias, 

lock-ins, split incentives, power games, ideological battles and simple chaos, all showed up in 

RETROFIT-III and ECO-URBAN-III.  In the UK (at the time of writing), there’s an austerity funding crisis, 

climate-sceptic media, construction skills gaps, privatized energy firms, social fragmentation and 

Brexit chaos, to name just a few challenges.    

However it seems that cities can lead the way, as shown by the Paris agreements, the C40, the  

Global Covenant of Mayors, and the 100 Resilient Cities, to name a few.  In principle action would 

start with ‘deep retrofit’ of existing buildings, technically feasible and in principle cost-effective up to 

80% CO2 reduction, as in RETROFIT-III. In practice there are many gaps and barriers, not only for the 
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details of landlords and tenants, but on the system level: basically, neither public or private sectors 

are geared up to work with complex messy systems, such as a urban building stock, or a local 

economy. Similar kinds of gaps and barriers apply to renewable energies, construction materials, 

materials and waste, farming and food chains.  So the implication is that progress depends on new 

systems for learning and thinking, which then translate into new kinds of organizations, markets, 

finance or social action.  

Some possible ways forward came up in ECO-URBAN-III, on the policy cycle, and local-global links.  

Here we could push further on the local development agenda as in LOCAL-ONOMICS-III, the resource 

flows in CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III, and/or the governance agenda in MULTI-LEVEL-III.  In Manchester for 

example, there are schemes emerging at every level, from local carbon coops and demonstrations, 

to city-wide energy consortiums.63   The logic of energy services or ‘nega-watts’, works well in larger 

complexes, but less in the majority of small-medium buildings, with transaction costs, asymmetric 

information, and landlord / tenant split incentives. So there is huge potential if such gaps and market 

failures can be bridged. Upstream providers could inter-connect with downstream residents with 

integrated retrofit and micro-generation packages. Mid-stream energy distributors can benefit from 

the community collateral which underpins local carbon bonds and mortgages.  All this could be 

helped by smart-wise energy platforms, using blockchain or similar technology.  But over-arching 

this is the agenda for a collective energy intelligence, learning and thinking with all social, technical, 

economic, cultural and political layers. 

Overall these pathways are experiments and debates for a very uncertain future. Now could be the 

time for the co-evolutionary leap, towards the collective climate intelligence to collaborate, to 

survive and prosper on one planet.  But if as it seems, climate change is already in motion, the next 

question is how to adapt and thrive, in the coming ‘apocalypse soon’ of flood and fire… 
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4. How to thrive: Adaptation-III  
 

 

In Australia the hottest summer on record at 49 degrees brings rampant wildfires (and the election 

of a coal-burning government). In the Arctic the rate of melting is several times the predictions: in 

India half a billion people in the Ganges basin depend on fast-receding glaciers: in east Africa the 

strongest ever recorded cyclone destroys an entire city (all at the time of writing).  Climate-III aimed 

at a positive case for pathways for mitigation, but the brutal probability is that many of these will be 

too little and too late. It’s not easy to see how the deadly combination of climate change with toxic 

overload and mass extinction, can be slowed or even stabilized, while economic growth continues, 

and while half the world is in the grip of MADDER thinking, building walls to keep out refugees.  The 

implication is that everything else in this book will happen amidst climate change, with impacts on a 

range from ‘significant’ to ‘existential annihilation’, amidst profound uncertainties and controversies. 

 

Overview & review: climate projections & impacts 

Here’s a four-line summary of the range of possibilities for climate change targets, 

projections, risks and likely impacts, based on the Paris COP 2015 (Conference of Parties).64  

• 1.5 degrees of warming – the stated aspiration of COP nations: estimates are for 

significant but manageable impacts for most countries.  

• 2 degrees – the political agreement for carbon budgeting (although current 

commitments are not yet on that trajectory): estimates range from heavy to severe 

impacts.   

• 3-3.5 degrees – the current trajectory of the existing COP commitments: estimates range 

from severe to catastrophic.  

• 4-5 degrees – a plausible scenario based on current levels of political instability and 

division, with continued trends in fossil fuel extraction, landuse change and ecosystems 

destruction:  impact estimates range from catastrophic to existential.  

The estimated impacts include a long portfolio: storms, floods, drought, heat, fire, sea-level rise and 

tidal surge, crop failure, pandemics, and climate-induced migration. There are new findings every 

day, for instance that future global warming may be double the current projections, sea levels may 

rise six metres just with 2°C warming, large areas of the polar ice caps could collapse, with wildfire 

destruction of tropical forests.65  Then comes a long catalogue of follow-on or induced climate-

related hazards: landslips, subsidence, dust storms, urban smog, invasive species, groundwater 

depletion, tidal surge, saline incursion, destruction of mangrove swamps, wetlands and old-growth 

forests.   
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Many of these effects are now in motion, driven by urbanization and resource extraction, and 

climate change is one more factor in a  system already overloaded and stressed beyond its limits.  

The concept of ‘threat multipliers’ from the security and military agencies sums up the level of 

uncertainty, for third-order induced effects in the human realm, generally way beyond calculation. 

Mass migration and intolerance, chaotic urbanization, pandemic disease, collapse of rural 

economies, shortages of food-energy-water, financial instability, political or military conflict are all 

on the menu.66  It seems very plausible that the war in Syria was linked with climate-induced drought 

and desertification, urban migration and ethnic tensions: but in such deeper-complexity, straight 

cause-effect links are near-impossible to prove or disprove.67   

Also there are global divisions.  Most developed cities (the ‘urban North’) have more or less 

functioning systems of finance, infrastructure and governance. In contrast much of the urban South 

is fast growing, with financial crisis, patchy infrastructure, corrupt governance, and in locations with 

higher risk of climate impacts and other disasters.  The nexus of problems continues to multiply. 

While scientists and analysts model the natural systems, policy-makers and consultants propose 

adaptation strategies, each skating around the central challenge, of how to work with hyper-stressed 

‘deeper threat multipliers’ in combined socio-eco-systems.  This then shows up in real-politik, where 

climate adaptation is fine in principle, but a side-issue in practice.  It’s not easy to get upfront hard 

cash for a medium distance future, with complex hazards, diffused risks and second-order effects. 

Adaptation is clearly more effective and cost-effective, where linked with housing and construction, 

agriculture and forestry, transport and infrastructure, but this is difficult for government which 

works in silos, or for finance with discreet investment models.  The state-of-the-art ‘IPPC-AR5-WGIII-

Ch8’ sets out high aspirations:68 “Cities are composed of complex inter-dependent systems that can 

be leveraged to support climate change adaptation, via effective city governments supported by 

cooperative multi-level governance.... adaptation provides opportunities for both incremental and 

transformative development.” So how do we get to ‘effective cooperative multi-level governance’?  

Can it be done just for adaptation, or right across the board? And how would it change the divisions 

of rich and poor, if that is the underlying issue?  
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FIGURE 6-4: ADAPTATION - III 
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Adaptation it seems, is a lesson in deeper-complexity, with a myriad cause-effect chains between 

climate impacts, ecosystems, socio-eco-systems, and socio-political systems. After the 2007 floods in 

the UK, the review showed that 16 types of organizations were involved, with huge gaps in 

communication and coordination (the situation has not yet improved greatly).69   Globally, there are 

far greater challenges of power, money, and the manipulation or denial of science itself.  Meanwhile 

the science itself is challenged by hyper-complex cause-effect loops: extreme rainfall may cause 

flooding or drought, ‘ceterus paribus’ (other things being equal), but usually other things aren’t 

equal, more like ‘deeper threat multipliers’.70   

All this shows up in ADAPTATION-III:  on the left, linear or evolutionary Mode-I&II thinking, and on the 

right, Mode-III and the shift towards a collective adaptation intelligence.     

There’s a small policy cycle and its ‘single loop learning’, at the centre-left (C),  as explored in 

EDUCATION-III and DEEPER-MIND-III: (this can be drawn as one loop for climate with another for 

policy).71  In this mapping, climate-related physical hazards and impacts cause some spontaneous 

adaptation, and for the remainder, policies are needed to ‘fix the problem’.72  A more grounded 

picture is seen with the ‘actors’ now sitting around a rather dysfunctional table, with the example of 

the 2007 UK floods. Here the government lacks funding and public trust, farmers get subsidies for 

intensification, soil is depleted and washed into rivers where flood risk increases, new houses are 

built in high risk areas (from the UK’s ‘bonfire of regulations’). And more generally, land is a 

commodity for speculation, public services work in silos, inequality rises and communities are 

divided.   

With all that,  a Mode-I adaptation aims at physical defence, with flood walls for storms, and 

irrigation for drought, often expensive and not so effective. So there’s a big push for evolutionary 

Mode-II adaptation, with incentives for innovation and competition.  This is the general direction of 

‘TEEB’ and ‘Payment for Ecosystems Services’, where the ‘service’ of flood protection is costed, 

auctioned, securitized or incentivized, for a real estate or public finance calculation.73  The logical 

conclusion is now seen in California, where private firms offer wildfire protection but only for the 

hyper-rich.74  The more structural questions on the political ecology of adaptation, whether in public 

stewardship, or private extraction of value, are not on the agenda, which fixes a technical climate 

problem by assuming that other things are basically ok. The limits of this are clear to see. Severe 

fluvial flooding in the South Pennine hinterland of Manchester, for instance, is caused (in part) by 

shooting practice on the privatized upland areas.75 But the UK so far lacks a way to manage this 

problem, where the problem of flooding is wrapped in a greater problem of wealth and inequality.  

In contrast there’s a co-evolutionary, wise, Mode-III kind of adaptation, pictured on the right (B&D) 

of ADAPTATION-III.  The policy cycle of decision-making is now in ‘multi-loop’ learning, which 

combines direct problems and responses, with deeper social, economic, cultural and political layers.  

And at the centre right in (D), the stakeholders are around the table again, now busy on the co-

creation of potential synergies or value loops, and the pathways towards them.  This starts from an 

opposite kind of question – as part of the interconnected problems / opportunities of society, how 

can the problem of climate impacts be turned to opportunity?  For an urban country park in 

Manchester, it’s quite practical to design flood management alongside nature reserves and outdoor 

education.  For the more extreme challenges, of relocation of whole megacities, or rethinking of 

national food systems, the process is similar, but at a far greater scale.  In that case many parallel 
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pathways are also in the picture, such as CIVIC-DESIGN-III, FINANCE-III, ECO-URBAN-III, or MULTI-LEVEL-III.  

Overall such extreme challenges call for extreme levels of learning and thinking, indeed a collective 

climate intelligence.   

 

Adaptation pathways  
As ever, these pathways are based on ‘deeper’ synergies between social, technical, economic and 

political values: ‘wider’ synergies between all actors / stakeholders: and ‘further’ synergies between 

upstream and downstream (a very practical image in flood management). 

Adaptation Community Pathways (with an eco-social-cultural logic), work with social 

entrepreneurs, health and education providers, eco-urban farm and food projects, habitats and eco-

cultural networks.  On this kind of pathway, schoolkids go into wetlands for practical sessions, 

growing niche foods in pocket micro-climates, training in practical creative skills, learning science or 

geography as they go, and building resilience for the community and its evolving landscape (as seen 

in EDUCATION-III). These link with the Climate Community Pathways, which start with storylines, 

carbon literacy, inter-generational exchange, local and global cooperation.  

Adaptation Livelihood Pathways (with social-economic logic), start with the finances and the 

concept of ‘wise’ recirculatory money, as seen in FINANCE-III and CLIMATE-III.  These pathways follow 

on the Payment for Ecosystems Services, or Social Impact Bonds, and push for deeper-wider 

boundaries. So we look for ways to value and securitize long-term assets both ecological and social, 

with long-term risk management and socio-business insurance system.  Locally we aim to mobilize 

community support and collateral: at a river catchment level we aim to link between upstream and 

downstream, and between farmers and residents and businesses.  At a national level this points 

towards financial tax/subsidy / insurance combinations, to balance the costs / benefits of protection, 

investment, adaptation, insurance, defence and adaptation strategy. At an international level, this is 

the logic of the COP North-South climate finance transfers, as in DEVELOPMENTAL-III, which calls for a 

collective geo-political intelligence (such as it might be).  

Thirdly, Adaptation Metropolitan Pathways (with urban-political logic),  are about joined-up (i.e. 

integrated) governance, urban or rural or regional, for catchment management and eco-

infrastructure.  We look for value-added links between flood alleviation, energy cascades, industrial 

ecology and Circul-onomics, urban greening and food.  There’s a whole new generation of designs 

with bio-mimicry and bio-climatic design: green roofs, vertical gardens and farms, aquaponics with 

energy cascades, carbon absorbing concrete, flexible buildings, floating roads and the Chinese Forest 

Cities.  Valuable experience comes from ‘sponge city’ areas in Thailand or Taiwan, where the 

‘desakotas’ of mixed rural-urban land-uses generate landscapes of great diversity and resilience.76  

The peri-urban challenge of ANTI-CITY-REGION-III, and the joined-up governance seen in MULTI-LEVEL-

III, is the arena for all this.   

Overall the ADAPTATION-III synergistic pathways look for enablers, creative spaces, capacity builders, 

catalysts and other devices.  They look for ‘wiser’ forms of evaluation, resilience and foresight, as in 

the Insights of Chapter 9.  Where needed they raise the challenges of power, inequality or 

exploitation, not to solve everything all at the same time, but to address the whole of the problem, 

and then look for deeper-wider pathways which can learn and think.  
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Examples:  climate adaptation for urban-rural agendas 

Urban adaptation is not all about grand strategy and complexity – there are many simple, low 

cost actions at the local scale, which link adaptation with other goals, as explored in the Circle-21 

project.  In the Netherlands town of Nijmegen, urban greening came through ‘civic conversations’ 

with householders, who self-organise planting and maintenance on streets, walls, balconies and 

micro-spaces of all kinds.77 In the Murray-Darling river basin in Australia, adaptation to severe 

drought was framed as a socio-cultural evaluation and policy learning, catalysed by a travelling 

exhibition on rural futures.78  

And in practice, adaptation is not just about climate, it’s about the essentials of life and livelihood, of 

which the next priority is food… 
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5. How to eat: Food-III 
 

 

The 2008 financial crisis was also a food crisis. Basic prices doubled, citizens went hungry, and 

political turmoil followed.  Climate change now brings drought, desertification, soil erosion, invasive 

species and loss of pollinators, loading the stress on indigenous farmers already under pressure from 

agri-business and urban developers. If current trends continue, by 2050 we will feed a third more 

people than today, on land-intensive meat diets, with disruption from climate change, mass 

extinction, human migration and resource conflict.79   

The challenge of the FOOD-III agenda is generally agreed, to meet human needs, support farming and 

food-based livelihoods, respect local ecosystems and maintain the global climate. As for ways 

forward, there are profound differences.  Can new technology and global markets save the day: or as 

the IAASTD puts it, ‘multi-functionality’ in food and farming, for communities, economies and 

ecologies?80  Clear targets are now set by the EAT Commission, for ‘safe operating space’ on the 

global farming supply side, and healthy diets on the consumer demand side, aiming to shift from 

meat and sugar towards fruit and vegetables, nuts and legumes.81  But this and similar reports from  

FAO,  WHO and others, tend to stop short of the structural issues.  There are huge challenges, of 

agri-business lobbies, land conversion economies, geo-political trade policies, and cultures of mass 

consumption.  Again, a co-evolutionary mapping can be a useful starting point:  

• ‘Mass’ food in a Mode-I industrial production system;  

• ‘Smart’ food, a Mode-II system of finance, marketing, lifestyles and impact displacement;  

• ‘Wiser’ food, a Mode-III combination of eco-efficient production, social responsibility and well-

health, linking global chains with local livelihoods.  

 

This suggest that meeting the EAT goals of sustainable and healthy food, is much more than a 

technical-environmental agenda. We have to find the synergies between social, economic, political 

and cultural forces and value systems. We need to mobilize the collaborative learning and thinking 

between all parts of this huge industry, with some kind of collective food intelligence. And we need 

to explore the joined-up opportunities, the synergistic pathways for food systems local and global. 
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Figure 6-5: FOOD-III 
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Overview & review: food insecurity and vulnerability 

Around 800 million people are still undernourished, but food insecurity shows gradual 

improvement, and two thirds of countries have reached the SDG food targets.82 As for the so-

called ‘developed’ UK, nearly a third of all children live in poverty, many clinically 

undernourished, while a hostile welfare system imposes hunger as official ‘sanction’.83   

Ecological insecurities are driven by climate change, and showing with catastrophic loss of 

soils, groundwater, pollinators and biodiversity. Scientific targets are set for calorific 

conversion (the difference between gross energy inputs and food energy content), with a 

rapid shift in the current 20:1 ratio (UK) towards a 4:1 ratio.84  The supply and distribution 

chain, where one third of production is wasted, is one place to start. This leads to a third 

syndrome, of health insecurity, where ‘gluco-toxic overload’ leads to diabetes and cardiac 

conditions, while child obesity has doubled in one generation.85 (Ironically, the charitable 

‘food banks’ which now feed over 1 million people in the UK, are stocked with processed food 

with sugar and additives, as fresh food is deemed a health risk).   

All this comes into focus with global agri-business, growers of not only food, but money and power, 

around the table in FOOD-III centre left (C).86 Complex systems of credit and collateral, industrialized 

farming and processing, hi-tech packaging and distribution, monopoly distributors and sophisticated 

marketing, feed billions but also sell chemical cocktails to unwitting consumers. GMO technology can 

increase production, but it locks the supply chain into IP-protected seed-pesticide systems: 

Monsanto now ‘owns’ 90% of USA soya seed, and takes legal action against independent farmers. 

The G8 summit of 2013 agreed to ‘help Africa’ with a New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition, 

led by transnational agri-business. International trade policy, in spite of high-minded ethical policies, 

assumes by default the industrialized export driven food system, with the inevitable land-grabs from 

subsistence farmers.87  By contrast the subsistence model, shown in dotted lines in the round table 

at (C), still feeds nearly half the world’s population, rooted in local ecologies and cultures, but lacking 

security, finance or  infrastructure.  As such it’s vulnerable to every hazard of climate, drought, 

disease, pestilence, political pressure, corporate power, trade policy or structural adjustment 

program.   

As for ways forward, there are existential choices ahead (flagged in the scenarios of ECOLOGIES-

LANDSCAPE).  On one side is a techno-economic ‘free market’ approach for GMO and chemical pest 

control, precision farming with satellite monitoring, advanced logistics and retail systems, apparently 

efficient but raising all the risks above – social, economic, political, and ecological.  On the other side 

is ‘sustainable rural development’, aiming to support livelihoods and communities, with appropriate 

technology and ecological management, with a multiplicity of food chains.  As advocated by IIASTD 

and others, rural farmers could in principle feed themselves and the urban half of the world, with 

appropriate cultivation methods, water systems, logistics and market systems: but in reality is that 

other transformations are also needed, social and economic and political.  
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Food & farming pathways 
The round table (centre right (D) of FOOD-III), explores possible synergies, which could bring together 

techno-economic efficiency with socio-eco-sustainability.  Some likely pathways then emerge below 

at (E).  But then comes the crunch questions – why should the agri-business giants change their 

extremely lucrative business model?88   Or the other way round, why should society help agri-

business to co-evolve? These pathways could be highly charged, anticipating confrontation, co-

option, subversion, or any combination of these. 

Food co-production pathways (techno-economic logic):  digital cultivation now offers satellite 

monitoring and robotic management, autonomous units in hostile climates, integrated crop 

management with optimized water and nutrients, increased yield and resistance to pests, and 

growing in novel habitats. Collective supply-chain intelligence – the sharing of information, learning 

and monitoring, sense-making of bigger pictures and co-design for collaboration – has immense 

possibilities for other layers. For instance, UK supermarkets are starting to sell non-standard fruit 

and  vegetables, thus saving huge amounts of food waste:  in Finland a real-time platform helps to 

redistribute every item of out-of-date food.  And if digital systems can support ecological methods 

such as permaculture design, or social objectives such as rural livelihoods, then the potential is huge. 

The point is that the techno-economic system which at present serves corporate profit, can serve 

other values, if these are made tangible and marketable.  This links with parallel economic pathways 

such as FINANCE-III or CIRCUL-ONOMICS-III, social technologies in SMART-SERVICES-III, and governance in 

ORGANIZATION-III and MULTI-LEVEL-III.  

Food developmental pathways (urban / rural-social-economic logic):  Fair Trade has grown into a 

major sector in just three decades, with clear synergies between consumer choice, media and 

education, international development, and a re-socialized global food chain.89   The greater potential 

is now to promote sustainable rural livelihoods in the remaining half of global food production. In 

Africa this uses low-cost mobile technology, low-impact logistics and chain management, with micro-

finance credit and banking. In East Asia the peri-urban desakotas combine urban lifestyles with rural 

cultivation, with kitchen gardens and small livestock to supplement the household diet. The 

transformation in progress for so-called ‘base-of-pyramid’ developing countries, also has lessons for 

so-called developed countries, where food can be a catalyst for community development and 

economic revival.   

Food Institutional pathways (political economy logic): for the corporates which run global food 

chains, there are many benefits in social enterprise and public interest models. Beyond the standard 

CSR, more structural change emerges where firms are enablers of public health and nutrition, 

working with schools and colleges, health and social care systems, welfare and employment 

systems, social enterprise and regeneration in declining communities (however see the Tesco 

example below).  There are parallel trends to support this.  With a more mature and leisured society, 

conscious of health and food ethics, many citizens are out in urban greenspace and peri-urban 

landscapes with creative food projects. Meanwhile, climate change will shift the seasons, with 

pressures on water and soil quality, but also opportunities for new growing patterns, with new ideas 

from bio-mimicry or permaculture or edible cities.  It’s possible to envision supermarkets of the 

future as eco-social enterprises, in mutual ownership and cooperative management, as 

intermediaries linking producers to consumers.  
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Food community pathways (with social-cultural logic): if cities are the prime movers of ecological 

destruction, they are also hubs of innovations and opportunities.  A very active urban food 

movement covers rich and poor, developed and developing, new and old cities.  The Sustainable 

South Bronx partnership works in a deprived area between heavy industries and expressways, where 

community gardening is the best way to bring people together, generate enterprise and provide 

healthy local food.90 In Africa, an income-nutrition programme is training young residents to grow 

high-value vegetables in plots on the edges of Addis Ababa, Lilongwe and Maputo, making the links 

between urban and peri-urban and rural economies.91  There are opportunities everywhere for the 

resocialization of food value chains at every stage.   

Example: food for free 

In Manchester there’s a burgeoning of local food initiatives: organic cooperatives, farmer’s 

markets, allotment parties, guerrilla dining, bio-spheric gardening, and a ‘Feed the 5000’ free 

lunch made from food waste.  Nearby in the Pennine hills is the award-winning “Incredible 

Edible Todmorden” (IET), a fast growing social enterprise network, transforming the way that 

small towns can think not only about food but overall futures.92 The project links farmers, 

schools, businesses, markets and supermarkets, health services, local authorities, transport 

and tourism providers. With three hundred related projects around the world, IET is a 

catalyst for inter-connections between social, economic, ecological and political action. In the 

surrounding post-industrial valleys, with historical roots in the cooperative movement, 

‘Pennine Prospects’ extends the partnership model to a social, economic and ecological 

synergies across the landscape.  

These projects and others show the rethinking in progress, from ‘functional food’ for profit, towards 

food communities, democracies and livelihoods. However the globalized financial-industrial food 

complex is powerful and innovative:  the ‘Tesco wars’ showed how the UK’s largest retailer 

systematically destroyed local food systems, by manipulating land markets and planning systems 

(meanwhile Tesco also sponsored the Manchester Sustainable Consumption Institute).93  The 

question raised in the crisis of 2008 still stands: if the customers of Tesco organized a crowd-sourced 

mutual-owned shareholder takeover, could this huge and complex machine work in a more 

responsible way?  At the moment supermarkets appear to be the ultimate in efficiency, but they are 

also instrumental in a society unravelling, where neighbourhood centres decline, land lies empty, 

and communities live in alienation and insecurity.94    

In Manchester the current ‘GM Strategy’ has much rhetoric on sustainability, but food is mentioned 

just once under ‘business growth’, and once under climate change.95  The former Sustainable City-

Region project found that vacant or under-used land could provide half the population with fresh 

food from the near hinterland.96  But the economics for such a project are open questions, whether 

the market should decide where and how much food is grown, or is there an alternative calculus?  

Such questions are ramping up for ‘Brexit Britain’, where the European CAP is far from ideal, but up 

to now has provided structure and continuity.97 Beyond that, many pressures are in competition – 

cheap food versus healthy, farmers versus tourists, production subsidies versus ecosystems finance, 

and so on.  

The UK prospect could see a race to the bottom in chemical junk food, or just possibly, a testbed for 

a new collective food intelligence.  A joined-up government can then promote integrated supply 
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chains, social value chains, ecological value chains. Supermarkets and ‘super’ local-markets can be 

hubs for diverse urban and peri-urban foods, with native and seasonal cuisines: farmers can relearn 

sustainable land management and discover new markets to suit. Eco-social ENTERPRISE-III type 

mutual food networks, can serve deeper investment and wider communities of interest… 
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6. Pathways for Ecologies-III 
 

 

Returning to the urban-country park from the start of the chapter:  as a ‘problem’ this seemed to 

show the limits of material thinking, but as ‘opportunity’ it opened up a deeper ecological mind.  And 

then bigger questions come up. Can such examples scale across to other kinds of land-use and 

activity? Can they address the deeper layers of social deprivation or  structural inequality?  Can we 

scale from local towards city or national or global levels?  Manchester for one is now looking at its 

green infrastructure and natural capital in a strategic way, with new models for investment and 

stewardship.98  These call for new levels of co-learning between human and ecosystems, already 

there in spirit, if not yet in practice, in the UN Ecosystems Approach.99   Farmers learn how to work 

the land, markets learn how to match supply and demand, field patterns learn and ‘co-evolve’ with 

their users.  Cities learn how to manage circular flow systems, in nature-based buildings which 

breathe through the seasons: financiers learn to value ecosystems which are living rather than dead, 

while businesses learn to look upstream and  downstream.   

All these come together in a connexus of synergies, in ECOLOGIES-III centre (C).  Each of the pathways 

through this chapter is somewhere on this map.  Financial values are enhanced by social value, and 

cultural value by public interest: real estate values are enhanced by urban-ecoservices, shareholder 

values by eco-stewardship, public health value by eco-efficiency, and so on.  

As for the pathways, system transformations are in progress in ECOLOGIES-III lower part (D&E).   On 

the left is the Mode-I linear ‘take-make-dump’ system, combined with Mode-II ‘take-innovate-

compete-dump’, where ecosystems are traded, pollution is transferred from rich to poor, and CSR is 

green-washed.  The story of environmental regulation in Europe shows this in stages, with ‘best 

practical environmental option’ (BPEO), ‘best available technology not entailing excessive cost 

(BATNEEC): ‘due diligence’, ‘negotiated consent’ and ‘compliance plus’.100  The UK has made some 

progress, but it continues to poison its air, disrupt the climate, destroy habitats and fill its food with 

chemicals.  And so the synergistic models on the lower right show the alternative.  
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FIGURE 6-6: ECOLOGIES-III PATHWAYS  
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Pathways with forks 

In principle this sounds fine, but on the cliff-edge of catastrophe and self-destruction, there are hard 

choices ahead.  Following the alternative scenarios in ECOLOGIES-LANDSCAPE, the process of change 

may show forks in the road: 

a) Rapid and positive co-evolution towards the models of ECO-URBAN-III, CLIMATE-III, 

ADAPTATION-III and FOOD-III (minor disruption with positive outcomes); 

b) With climate chaos, toxic overload and ecosystem collapse imminent, the ‘MADDER’ 

doctrine and power base of agri-business and fossil-fuel falls apart.  Co-evolutionary 

alternatives are just about ready to step in with the ‘WISER’ approach (‘Worldwide 

Intelligence for Sustainable Ecosystems and Resources’).  Result – survival with major 

disruption; 

c) With climate chaos, toxic overload and ecosystem collapse, the MADDER doctrine grows and 

spreads into social, economic and political conflict,  tyranny and self-destruction. WISER 

alternatives struggle against stronger forces (survival in the balance with major destruction).   

This existential threat to the planetary boundaries is basically the challenge of the Athena / One-

Planet Hypothesis, explored in Chapters 2 and 10.  Can humans co-evolve the necessary collective 

eco-intelligence in time to manage their life-support systems??  It’s clear that so much is inter-

connected – that wiser ecologies depend on wise finance, governance, technologies and so on – all 

uncertain and controversial.  So the synergistic pathways here are not fixed solutions, and certainly 

they will continue to fork all over the place, but we can start mapping and learning the navigation 

skills for the challenges ahead.    

 

Summary & self-assessment 

The future is made in small and large steps by those who create and act.  The summary matrix here 

(Table 6-1) can help with self-assessment, not as an ‘eco-IQ’ index (numbers can be found if 

needed), but more as a tool for enquiry and deliberation.  
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Table 6-1:  Ecologies-III summary & self-assessment 

CO-EVOLUT- 
IONARY>> 

Mode-I 
Linear 

Mode-II  
Evolutionary 

Mode-III 
Co-evolutionary 

 ‘CLEVER’: 
complex 

‘SMART’: 
emergent complexity 

‘WISE’: 
deeper complexity 

‘WIDER’ actors & factors    

Eco-Urban CO2 flows in tonnes CO2 market opportunity CO2 in global synergies 

Climate & energy Bio-geo-physical frame Adaptive-innovation Human development 

Climate adaptation Flood defences Insurance markets  Urban transformation 

Food & farming Farming as production Commodity speculation Farming as way of life 

‘DEEPER’: domains    

Social-ecologies Social units Social networks Social intelligence 

Technical-ecologies Mono-functional Multi-functional Integrated systems 

Economic-ecologies Industrial production Extractive capital Holistic livelihoods 

Environment Green-space area Ecosystems markets Green-space in society 

Political-ecologies Ecosystem regulation Ecosystem competition Eco-strategic intelligence 

Cultural-ecologies Eco-cultural niches Eco-cultural markets Eco-cultural civilizations 

Spatial Functional territories Competitive territories Collaborative territories 

Archetypes / myths Material growth discourse  Aspiration for status & 
affluence 

System transformation for 
‘Quality of life’ 

 

If our question is about a sector such as food / farming, we look across the row for the 

transformation potential.  If the question is about maximizing economic value (for a business or a 

bank), then we look at the economic row, but also at others, to see how value can grow by synergies 

between them.  If the question is about how local food might contribute to a whole city or whole 

society, we look vertically and explore the inter-connections.  Such enquiries and debates can then 

follow the Synergistic Toolkit cycle of ‘4S’ (systems, scenarios, synergies, strategies). While we don’t 

expect final answers, the findings along the way should be useful. 

Of which, the next Grand Challenge which follows, the emerging technologies (or ‘tech-

knowledges’), supreme catalysts for both danger and opportunity… 
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